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$HE MAGNETIC EFFEGT I N  SUNSYO'. SPECTRA. 

IN ~Mclntlily ATotices, 99, 217 (1939)~ 1 rc.c.osded a striking exanlple ox .. 
Zeeman doublet in sunspot hpcctra,. 'J'flis is an iron line in the seen  
at X 5250.218, B line probably representing 2% low level in the Swn, and 
one 01' those strongly aff'ected in the nlngrlctie field in 1aI)oratory spectm. 
Dr. R. N. Russell informs me that " i t  is n5l),,--x7D,o. This should 
appear as a clear Zeeman triplet witah a separ(ztion 3-00 times the normal." 

I have since secured a, good number of spot spectra in the autunln 
of 1941, and these are in the green and the red regions of the spectrum, 
including the line h 6173, also of iron and classed by Hale as a triplet 
in spots. I have now found that the green line is also a triplet in the 
umbra of sunspots but a, doublet in the penumbra. 

As there will be few, if any, opportunities to continue the observational 
work during the minimum of solar activity, I may now record such 
features of the magnetic effect which appear in my plates, but which 
have not apparently been noticed hitherto. 
All the large symmetrical sunspots with well-defined umbra and 

penumbra that have been photographed show much the same &man 
pattern in the line 5250, and it is now quite certain that the fine i~ a 
triplet over the umbra, usually with a very narrow and strong central 
component, but with relatively faint side components. In the penumbra, 
on the other hand, the line is a well-defined doublet, usually without a 
trace of a central component. < 

Wh-n the slit of the spectrograph'is radial to  the Sun's image, and 
the spot is some distance from the centre of the disk, the entire Zeeman 
pattern is inclined to  the unaffected line outside the spot spectrum; 
this is due to the Doppler effect, and it  proves that the central corn- 
ponent is really a, part of the Zeemtm pattern and is not due to scattered 
light &om the whole Sun superposing the unaffected lina on the umbra1 
spectrum.. 

The normal unaffected line outside the spot spectrum splits into two 
a t  the outer edge of the penQmbra, the two branches diverging towardq 
the umbra, w h ~ r e  the separktion may be 0.2 angstroms or more ; and it 
iE, a t  t h i a  point that the central component usually appears. The 
magnetic field, therefore, beg ir~  at the point where the radial motion is 
greatest, and reaches a maximum where the radial motion is zero ;st 
the centre of the umbra. This applies to spots when near the centre of 
the disk, these details being then most clearly defined. When they are 
far from the centre, however, although perhaps less e1ea;rly seen, no change 
has so far been recorded in the magnetic pattern, that is, triple over the 
umbra ard double over the penumbra. In some spots the doublet is 
very distinct on the penumbra on one side of the spot, but much less 
di~tinct  on the apposite side, where a; higher resolution might reveal it 
central component. ID .yet other spots the central component of the 
umbra extends a short distance into the penumbra, 
In the AatrophytGcd J o u m l ,  X,  86  god), this same lina, A 5250, 

is referred to as " frsquently reversed outside the spot umbra, "(that is, s 
doublet in the penumbra), m observed by W. A4. Mitchell before mything 
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was known about the  magnetic effect, and later in dts tr~~?~ysicul  JoumZ, 
30, 82 (xgog), it was described by the sztuze a-uthor as a wide triplet on a 
bridge over a sunspot. 

This describes the Zeernan effect as photographed by me, and observed 
by 33[itchell, in the green line 5250. But I find that the same pattern 
is seen in the red line h 6173, described by Hale simply a 3 triplet. I 
find that the triplet charecter occurs in my spectra only in the umbra, : 
in the penumbra i t  appears as a, doublet, but only rmder good conditions 
of seeing, wheu umbra mid pciiumbra are clearly drstinguished in the 
spectral image. Yet it seems that in the laboratory this red line is 
stated to be s triplet when observed both along and across the lines of 
force. Hale also stated that " a, few triplets occur in all our spot spectra " 
(including 6173)~ but these he regarded as exceptional lines observed in 
the laboratory as triplets dong the lines of force.* 

In a Communication from the Mt. ?ViLron Observatory to the National 
Academy of Sciences (no. 10, 19x5) Hale says that "When a norrnal 
Zeeman triplet is observed along the lines of force of sb magnetic field, 
the central component is absent, and the two side components are 
circularly polarized in opposite directions." As both red and geen lines 
appear in my spectra as triplets in the umbra when the spot is near the 
centre of the disk and we observe along tha lines of force, it seems that 
they ' are both " exceptional lines " ; but as they are doublets in the 
penumbra, where the light presumably comes acrovs the lines of force, 
it appears thut the red line (and perhps also the green line) does not 
behave in the Sun as it is said to  do in tilo magnetic field in the laboratory. 
It, is not understood why the doublet chmacter of the red line in penurn3n-e 
has not been recorded by the Mt. Wilson observers, who have examined 
a large number of spots in p e a t  detail, measuring field strengths in both 
urnbrs and penumbraj. 

In my spectra the side compone~ts in t h e ~ e  red and green triplets 
I have found to be circularly or elliptically polarized in opposite 
directions, as expected, both in the umbra and pentrmbrs. Also the 
opposite polarity of leader and follower spots in a bipolar grouy, is 
beautifully shown in a plate taken on 1941 October 28, where the slit 
of the spectrograph bisected both spots. Owing to the multiple tram- 
mission of the light through the prkms, they acquire the property of 
polarizing the light and acting as analyser in a polariscope : it follows 
that in this case the red component m a  suppressed. in the leader spot 
and the blue component in the follower. This happens without any 
subsidiary a p p w t u s  other than three silvered mirrors, used for rotating 
the Sun's image on the slit-plate. These mirrors convert the el.Iiptica,lly 
polarized light of the side componeats into plane polarized light, which 
is then andysed by the prisms. If the mirrors had been rotated go0 
the blue component would have been suppressed in the leader spot 
and the red component in the follower. This reversal IVU found with 
other spots, and it proves that tha side commnents tm oppositely 
pohn'zd. 

Mosf of the Linea observed by Hde are described rs donbIets in spot 
spectra, but these L have found more cliffieuft to observe, ss many of 
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them are very faint, and 1lighi.1- resc>lut,ion is required t,o obt,:sin a clear 
separation of t,he cornpollcuts . P ~ t ~ s u m ~ ~ b i  y they sho~dd hc triplets in 
penurctbrc-e, yet? a. few lines ~sbic l r  seem o l x  lny plates fro be doublets in 
the umbrtls appear t o  be, doul~lets a~iscr in the penunll>re. TIlc line 
5275.761 Cr is an osanlple ; it is, howover., not, cert'itin wl~othttr higher 
resolving power xvo~z'fd not revv;t.l a cc:nt~al corny~oncat in the umbrre. 
There are also the lines 5247.060 Fe, 5247.576 Cr, 6137.oog Ye, and 
615r.(j30 Pe, olsssed as triplets, which: iL'j?pC&r in my p1;~:c.tc.s to follow t,he 
pattern of t)ho lines 5250 and 6173. 
If the magnetic field is due to a rotation of iorlize,d gitsecs in the sywt 

umbra, i t  is difficult t o  understsnd what is happening in the penumbra, 
where there is obvious sz~celerat~ing niotion revealed by t-he 13olspler 
effect ; but i t  i s  radial to  the spot and parallel with tmhe Slnn's cii~i'.i,ce. 
?Iforeover, the iron vapour cannot be said to be ionized, since the SIJ?.~.  'r rum 
lines in the, spot are characteristic of tllr? arc rather t,Ilsn thc ,;park 
spectrum, indicating s lower ternperatu,rtr. and lest ionization +r:,t,:r iu 
the general solar surface. The radial motion cannot be the carrse of 
the magnetic field in the penumbra, which decreases as the n2otion 
increases. The sudden change from triplet to doublet seems to Imply a 
bending over of an electric whirl from a directiun prpendicultar to the 
Sun's surfact. to a hori~oxzta~l direction, where; the light would he observed 
across tbe lines of force. It may be remnrked that there is usually no 
spectroueopic or other evidence of a rotation of the umbra in a sunspot, 
although it is sometimes found that there is a, compoueut. st right angles 
to the radial motion, suggest,ing but not proving a relrt%iwly stow rotation 
of the spot as a, whole. 

It would, perhaps, be easier. to picture is taking piace! if the 
umbra were supposed to consist of a very large number of relatively 
small vortices and that these bend over in d l  directions horizontally 
iR the penumbra, the whirling motion decreasing ss the radial motiori 
increases, It appears th&t the magnetic lines of force do bend over 
in tbis way, as shown by Hale and his collei-~g.ues,* hut that tEe whirling 
gases do actually produce these strong magnetic fields is, perhaps, 
difficult to  believe. One would imagine that magnetic fields of the order 
of 3000 gauss could not be supposed to  exist many huacireds of kilometres 
above the  eliciting cause, so that i t  seems that this exeitilzg cauee must 
be in the! intwnill motions of 'the highly tenuouf; gltses in the umbra 
and penumbr~n. A pair of. bipolar sun\spotJs on thia view of numerous 
small electric Tortices might be; thought of as am1ogor.r~ on a macro- 
scopic scale to a ,U-shaped permanent magnet considing of cauxkless 
elementary atnnxic magnets or &pinning electror~s. As the theory of 
these terrestrial mapets is not completely understood, it is not surprising 
that the solar magnets ace difficult to  explain.. 

The fhcory of vortex motiou of ionized gases m s  cclmidered by H:tlr. 
and Lukey in 19x5. They .,uggs.stt.d that bipolar  pots are produced hy 
sd-circular underlying vortex sings, the two ends of thc: vortex pro- 
jee- above the photosphere and forming the leader and follower spots 
rotating in opposite directions. T.his theory way later dsveIoped witB 

* AwophyshZ JoumaI, 49, plate V, opposite p. 158 (19x9). 



considerable success by Bjerknes *, but, the question tiow these solar 
tornrtdoos of c!xtlrt~lne.ly tenuotrs gases could yroduco su~ l l  ~ t r o n g  rmguetic 
fields remains unsolved. 

As is well known, tile extraordinary cliscoveries of Hale include tho 
reversal of polarity between the northern and so~~thern  hemispheres. 
In other words, the sign of the magnetic field in s leader spot of 611% 
nvrthern hemisphere is opposite t o  that in a so~~t,hern leader, a d  both 
change places, so to  speak, every XI+ years, thus returning to  the original 
order every 23 years. 

Apart from the magnetic effects, there are to be explained the move- 
ments disclosed by the Doppler effects which I discoyered in 1909, 
namely, the out ward accekerating.motion of the low-level gsses and the 
inward decelerating motion of the calci~hl and h>-drogen of the higher 
ckromosphere, both movements parallel with the Sun's surface. St. *John 
confirme,d arid exte.nded these fiuro opposing rnovernents t o  other elements 
at intermediate levels, and was able to determine zcpproximzttely the 
height ,above the photospheric level at which this strange inversion 
occurs.t Surely these movements 'must in some way be connected with 
the magnetic effects. 

Jh a normal symmetrical $pot; not subject to violent change there is 
no distinct evidence either of a rising or a falling motion in the yrnbm. 
There may, nwert heless, be such mot-ements of anything ~mder roo metres 
per second. Indeed, a rising movement must occur t o  supply the out- 
going radial movement. It hw to  Le remembered also that there appears 
to  be a general rising movement revealed by the low-level iron lines 
r .  over the solar surface, and s descenhng movement of the high-level 
calcium which I h ~ ~ v e  found amounts to over I km-/see. when allowzbaee 
is made for the Einstein effect. The gases over spots may, and probably 
do, partake in these general mo-vements, but further research is necessary 
t o  settle this point. 

It seem that sunspots, with a11 their very widesprpd subsidiary 
phenomena, which a t  times are kighly spectacular, mdica+te some- 
thing fundamental in the constitution of the S k .  So much has been 
discovered about these strange markings, and yet 80 little success h s  
been kckieved in co-: sdinating all the facts, and forming a consistent 
picture of what is actually taking place, or is cahsing these remarkable 
phenomena. Perhhps we may never h o w  why there should be these 
periodical outbursts of solar rnapets. Terre~trial physics may fail us- 
One would have thought that by this time, that is to say after two or 
three thousand million years, a great mass of gas like the Sun would 
have settled down to a at'ate of calm uniformity without spots or promi- 
nences or other strange happenings. 

* Astrophysicul ~ournal ,  64, 93 (1926). 
t Askophysicnt Jozirnal, 37, 322 ( ~ 9 x 3 ) .  The discovery of the inftow.of cdci~im 

and hydrogen has been attributed to St. John in recent bo~ks,  although he 
acknowledged my discovery in the opening reamxlis of this paper. See aIso fifwthly 
Notices R.A.S. 70, 220 (x~Io). 
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